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ID3BL-F
Serviced Fish Cabinet with Enhanced Ergonomics
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Serviced Fish Cabinet
ID3BL-F

Features
This 3rd generation ID3BL-F is a forced draft refrigerated
display cabinet. Cooling is from low velocity forced draft air.
This provides gentle cooling with low dehydration levels,
resulting in longer product life.
The deck is angled for improved for improved display and
easier serving, and the cabinet features double glazed
lift front glass. LED lights provided enhanced product
illumination and longer lamp life with lower energy use.
Cabinet lengths are variable, and base frame heights can
be altered on request. Base frames can be solid or pedestal
style.
Temperature Class
3M0

Benefits
–– Extended product life
–– Energy cost reduction
–– Temperature compliance (MEPS)
–– Excellent product presentation
–– Lighting optimisation
–– Maximisation of floor space
–– Less reflection from store lighting
–– Easy cleaning and product loading from front
–– Excellent Server-to-Customer interaction
Standard
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Available Lengths (excluding Ends)
1250mm		 1875mm
2500mm 3750mm
Also Available

ID3BL-BS 		 Bakery		
ID3BL-D			 Deli
ID3BL-H			 Hot Food
ID3BL-Ice Deck Fish
ID3BL-M		 Meat
ID3BL-SSM		 Shellfish
This range of cabinets is designed and manufactured by McAlpine Hussmann Tauranga

External painted panels
Solid base
Stainless steel internal panels
Stainless steel pressure foamed tub
Toughened lift-up double glazed glass
Acrylic sliding doors
Deck racks
Canopy LED lighting
Forced draft cooling
Digital thermometer
Electric box lower rear access
Rear work bench

Options
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External stainless steel panels
Pedestal base
Pedestal lighting
Tong and bag holder
Dividers

Additional Information
Dimensions and features are subject to change, Please obtain current information
prior to order confirmation.
NOTE: We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in
connection with any feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer
to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for equipment
previously sole of shipped.
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